
Friends of Fladbury AGM 18th December 2018 

 

Attendees: Lou Bugg (Chair), Sue Poultney, Jane Bugg, Andy Train, Graham 
Farrell, Ian Southcott, Alice Jennings, Julie Cross, Christine Farrell, Jenny Curtis, 
Caroline Curtis, Steve Curtis, John Powell 

Apologies: Geoff Mills 

Minutes of the previous meeting were proposed by Steve Curtis and seconded by 
Julie Cross. 

Summary from the Chair (Lou Bugg) 

Last year I finished my summary with a wish that the Friends of Fladbury would 
continue organising village events and raising funds to support local groups and 
projects.  I also said we should try to throw a party in the village into the mix. 

I think you will agree that we have achieved that and more.  

This year started with the Fladbury Festive 5 which was so well supported by 
runners and villagers.  We raised over £1000! 

Then we threw that party – the Spring Fling – which was fun!  We managed not to 
make too much of a loss even with the ‘paid for’ helpers! 

With some Fladbury Walkabout events rescheduled we had a very busy September 
Fete.  I bailed again but the team pulled together and with Steve’s leadership the day 
was such a success! 

As a result of these events and a good bank balance from the previous year we have 
been able to support the following groups and projects in the village this year - 

 A donation of £200 to Fladbury Football Club (Dec 2017) 
 The Village Hall improvements £700 
 A new football goal for the field £100 
 £200 to help the Fladbury History Group get up and running 
 £500 to the School for a welly boot stand and waterproofs 
 £200 towards the Fladbury Players equipment 

However, the best measure of success for me is that we have more members of the 
Friends of Fladbury Committee - we have welcomed Sue, Christine, Graham and 
Jenny in the past year. 

I want to say a special thanks to Robert who stood down as our Treasurer sadly a 
few months ago.  Susan and Robert were involved from the start of the Friends of 
Fladbury helping with the fundraising for Pool Garden.  



Thanks also to all of you.  We are a good TEAM – and as the saying goes – there is 
no “I” in the word TEAM.  I think we are a group that is not successful because of 
individuals but because of our collective energy and contribution.  Here is to 2019! 

 

Treasurer’s report -Balance of £843.71. Without a treasurer it was not possible to 
get a full report. 

Appointment of the committee 

Lou is standing down as chair. No-one has come forward to be chair so agreed to 
have a Roving Chair. 

 


